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Washington University's
School of Medicine
campus. Several dozen
CSA members pick-up crop
boxes at the School of
Medicine's weekly farmer's
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market, Thursdays from 10
am to 2 pm.
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a combination of meat,
cheese, yogurt, and other
artisan good options that
members receive on a
weekly or bi-weekly basis.
Members can choose a
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box size and customize the
contents online. The
boxes are delivered yearround but can be put on
hold if a member is out of
town for an extended
period.

When PhDs Meet FMTs

To learn more about Local
Farmer Crop Boxes LLC
and to order a CSA share,
visit their website.

Two PhD candidates at the Danforth campus, Jiaxi Fang and Tandeep
Chadha, are working on a new filtration technology for building HVAC

(Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning) systems. This technology has the
potential of outperforming decades-old conventional filtration systems in
terms of the longevity of the filter itself, the cost of maintenance, the fan
energy that is needed to pull air through the filter, and the ability to
enhance overall indoor air quality.
Jiaxi and Tandeep realized that in order to successfully market their new
technology, the people who maintain building HVAC systems must buy into
the claim that this new technology will outperform conventional filters. Jiaxi
and Tandeep took the next step by reaching out to the Facilities Engineering
and Capital Projects departments at the School of Medicine.
At the School of Medicine, the people who care for building HVAC systems
are known as FMTs (Facility Maintenance Technicians). Typically, FMTs are
skeptical of emerging technologies because their experience over time has
shown that many new technologies simply do not meet the manufacturer’s
promised performance. Based on this healthy skepticism, Jiaxi’s and
Tandeep’s decision to foster the FMTs’ confidence in their technology was
well founded, and a meeting with the FMTs is in the process of being
scheduled. There is no doubt that Jiaxi and Tandeep will walk away from
this meeting armed with valuable information that will help better market
their product.
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FY2015 Recycling And Reuse: Millions Of Pounds
Diverted

Washington University community members work to minimize waste by
encouraging single stream recycling, composting, and reuse programs
across campuses.
Over fiscal year 2015, the School of Medicine campus diverted a significant
amount of materials from landfill, including 576,800 pounds of single stream
recyclables, 1,184,978 pounds of confidential paper, 10,920 pounds of
compost from the Shell Café kitchen, and an additional 725 pounds of
compost from special events. WUSM also recycled thousands of pounds of
nonstandard items, such as Styrofoam boxes from laboratories, industrial
plastics, and spent cooking oil that will be converted into biofuel.
In addition to focusing on recycling and composting efforts, WUSM staff,
students, and faculty supported the launch of the Eco To-Go program at
Shell Café and student lunch and learn events. Eco To-Go is an easy,
alternative option that allows food to be taken to-go from a reusable
container instead of a disposable cardboard box. Members of the Facilities
Management Department also led reuse and donation initiatives ranging
from a holiday lights drive to shoe and food collections in support of nonprofit organizations.
Thank you to everyone who has participated in these efforts!
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WUSM Offers Preferred Parking For Vanpools

On June 25, the School of Medicine (WUSM) partnered with RideFinders to
unveil priority reserved parking spots for its three established vanpools. A
vanpool is a group of individuals who commute together in passenger vans
provided by RideFinders, with the monthly fare split equally among the
riders based on mileage and number of passengers.
WUSM's three current vanpools improve air quality, decrease traffic

congestion, and reduce the need for parking spaces at the School of
Medicine. The average vanpool prevents 2,500 lbs. of toxic vehicle emissions
annually. Currently, RideFinders vanpools remove nearly 500 vehicles and
60,000 driving miles from regional roadways.
"Using the RideFinders service has been an absolute pleasure,” said Dustin
Horn, a WUSM employee who lives in Union, Mo. “The cost is reasonable,
especially given the amount of money I was spending on gas and
maintenance on my vehicle. To be able to get on the van and relax on the
way to work and on the way home has been a tremendous benefit."
“Washington University School of Medicine is honored to host this event and
support sustainable transportation alternatives in the region,” said Ken
Zimmermann, Operations Manager, WUSM Protective Services. Ken is seen
on the left in the above photo unveiling one of the new vanpool signs.
RideFinders Spokesperson SJ Morrison says that saving money tends to be
the number one reason why people are interested in sharing a ride, followed
closely by other benefits including reduced stress, less wear and tear on the
area’s infrastructure, and less pollution in the air. All riders save up to
$1,500 a year in gas and maintenance costs.
RideFinders is the St. Louis Region’s free rideshare program, with vanpool,
carpool, and schoolpool options. In 2014, it helped to eliminate more than
33 million driving miles and reduce more than 1.6 million pounds of vehicle
emissions. This year, RideFinders will be working with employers like
Washington University to increase awareness of the benefits of its programs
and to dispel misconceptions held by non-participants.
For more information about RideFinders, click here.
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Results Of The 2015 Battle For The Boot Competition

Thank you to everyone who participated in the 2015 Battle for the
Boot. The St. Louis Higher Education Sustainability Consortium coordinated this
year's shoe collection competition, which benefits Solea Water. Washington
University students, staff, and faculty donated 2,540 pounds of shoes,
resulting in a second place finish among participating institutions. The
Facilities Management Department led collection efforts at the School of
Medicine, placing bins in strategic locations and promoting the cause
through

flyers

and

digital

displays

across

the

campus.

Solea Water, formerly known as Shoeman Water Projects, sells the donated
shoes by the pound to distributors who then send them to developing
countries like Kenya, Haiti, Panama, and Guatemala to sell affordable
footwear. Solea Water uses revenue from the shoe sales to provide well
drilling rigs, water purification systems, hand pump repairs, and training
programs to bring clean, fresh water to community members.
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LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Climate Change Causing Bumblebee Habitat Loss

According to a new study, climate change caused by emissions from cars,
factories, and power plants is squeezing the habitats suitable for
bumblebees to live in across Europe and North America.
As temperatures have risen over the past 110 years, the bees are being
killed off by increased heat in their southern habitats. But to the surprise of
researchers, they are failing to move north to cooler climes, unlike other
species.
“We thought bumblebees would do that,” said Jeremy Kerr, a professor of
biology at the University of Ottawa and lead author of the new research.
“Our results show very clearly that that generally is not what they’re doing
at all, they’re not expanding their range, unlike butterflies.” The result, his
study says, is that the bees’ range is being compressed across continents.
This finding is significant because of the vital job bees provide as pollinators
for wild flowers and other plants. Scientists consider the bees to be a
“keystone species” crucial to the health of the ecological communities they
are part of. If they disappear, a wide range of other species will be
impacted.
Bees are also critical for agriculture. The bumblebees are active in spring,
summer, and autumn, and help to pollinate crops such as blueberries,

clover, and cherries. Tomatoes in particular rely on bumblebees because
they, unlike honeybees, perform buzz pollination, where their vibrations on
the plant shakes loose its pollen.
To read more, click here.
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From Energy Star To Tenant Star

Commercial building efficiency is a massive market that a new government
program known as Tenant Star aims to foster. This new approach to the
Energy Star for buildings program is more tenant-focused and uses newer,
sophisticated energy tracking methods that harness information from
individually-metered commercial spaces.
Congress passed the Energy Efficiency Improvement Act of 2015 on April
23, allowing for this new program to be established. No funding was
allocated, so the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Department of
Energy (DOE) have been tasked with building the program up from ground
zero. This is a large step forward in the building energy savings market. If
successful, buildings will soon be able to access more in-depth information
about their energy savings.

For more, read here.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

River Des Peres Greenway Ride
Wednesday, July 22, 5:30-7p
Carondelet Park
3900 Holly Hills Dr., St. Louis, MO 63116
Join Trailnet for its upcoming "Try the Greenways" ride along the River Des
Peres Greenway. Registration is from 5:30 to 6 pm, and riders depart at 6
pm from Carondelet Park.
"Try the Greenways" is a series of free weekly rides on paved trails along
the River Ring network. It is funded by Great Rivers Greenway, and each
month features a new location.

For more information, email Cassie at cassie@trailnet.org.
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Food Policy Discussion on Livestock Ordinances
Friday, July 31, 12-1p
2211 Washington Ave., St. Louis, MO 63103
Join Gateway Greening and guest speaker Seth Jansen of St. Louis' local
chicken-keeping start-up company, The Easy Chicken, for an informal but
informative conversation on local livestock ordinances in various regional
municipalities. Discussion will consider which have the loosest and tightest
restrictions and why, and what steps residents might take in attempt to
change livestock restrictive ordinances.
Participants are invited to bring their lunch. Free street parking is available
on 22nd St., and metered parking is available on Washington Ave.
Please RSVP to Hannah Reinhart via email or at 588-9600 x104.
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The Office of Sustainability newsletter is intended as a clearinghouse
of sustainability-related news and events at the university, in the
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